
Gregory Snyder <gwsnyder56@gmail.com>
Reply-To: gwsnyder56@gmail.com
To: City Clerk <derk.cps@ladtv.org>

2019-05-27 14:34:38

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oii and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Gregory Snyder

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil &amp; gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

Ail the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Gregory Snyder

mailto:gwsnyder56@gmail.com
mailto:gwsnyder56@gmail.com
mailto:derk.cps@ladtv.org


Victoria Frederiksen<vpbuty@verizon.net 
Reply-To: vpbuty@verizon.net 
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.org

2019-05-13 18:51:19

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You,
Victoria Frederiksen

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants-to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. if we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You,
Victoria Frederiksen

mailto:vpbuty@verizon.net
mailto:vpbuty@verizon.net
mailto:clerk.cps@lacity.org


Joe Napolitano<joejaynap@yahoo.com
Reply-To: joejaynap@yahoo.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps(5)iacitv.org

2019-05-07 12:22:52

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You,
Joe Napolitano

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy - traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You,
Joe Napolitano

mailto:joejaynap@yahoo.com
mailto:joejaynap@yahoo.com


John Sandeen<jsandeenll@gmail.com
Reply-To: jsandeenll@gmail.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacitv.org

2019-05-07 12:19:16

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
John Sandeen

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine howto the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

Ail the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
John Sandeen

mailto:jsandeenll@gmail.com
mailto:jsandeenll@gmail.com
mailto:clerk.cps@lacitv.org


Erlinda Apolinario<apolinariorealtor@gmail.com
Reply-To: apolinariorealtor@gmail.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@iacity.org

2019-05-03 13:30:47

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You,
Erlinda Apolinario

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants-to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "ail of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You,
Erlinda Apolinario

mailto:apolinariorealtor@gmail.com
mailto:apolinariorealtor@gmail.com
mailto:clerk.cps@iacity.org


Joshua Jacobs<joshdj57@yahoo.com
Reply-To: joshdj57@yahoo.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@iacity.orR

2019-05-01 18:58:41

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Joshua Jacobs

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above” 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Joshua Jacobs

mailto:joshdj57@yahoo.com
mailto:joshdj57@yahoo.com
mailto:clerk.cps@iacity.orR


Michael Kelly<mjklawhd@pacbeil.net 
Reply-To: mjklawhd@pacbell.net 
To: City Clerk clerk.cDs@iacity.org

2019-04-29 21:23:08

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Michael Kelly

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Michael Kelly

mailto:mjklawhd@pacbeil.net
mailto:mjklawhd@pacbell.net
mailto:clerk.cDs@iacity.org


Donovan Kosters<donovankosters@gmail.com
Reply-To: donovankosters@gmail.com
To: City Clerk clerkxps@lacity.org

2019-04-30 22:08:05

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Donovan Kosters

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los AngelesE economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los AngelesE oil and gas industry 0 union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants E to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the regionE s 10 million residents, we must e

mailto:donovankosters@gmail.com
mailto:donovankosters@gmail.com
mailto:clerkxps@lacity.org


Aiex Kri$<alexkris@gmail.com
Reply-To: alexkris@gmail.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.org

2019-05-01 21:41:39

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Alex Kris

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants-to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "ail of the above” 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy - traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Alex Kris

mailto:alexkris@gmail.com
mailto:alexkris@gmail.com
mailto:clerk.cps@lacity.org


John Marvin<johnmarvin54@gmail.com
Reply-To: johnmarvin54@gmail.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.org

2019-05-09 19:24:19

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oi! and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
John Marvin

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oi! and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

Ail the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. if we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
John Marvin

mailto:johnmarvin54@gmail.com
mailto:johnmarvin54@gmail.com
mailto:clerk.cps@lacity.org


peter matting!y<ppmatt@gmai!.com
Reply-To: ppmatt@gmail.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.org

2019-04-29 22:44:51

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
peter mattingly

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los AngelesE) economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los AngelesE! oil and gas industry E union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants 0 to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the regions s 10 million residents, we must embrace an El all of the aboveS 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy 0 traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind 
and solar. A production setback threatens to elimina

mailto:ppmatt@gmail.com
mailto:clerk.cps@lacity.org


Greg Pascolla<gregpascolla@gmail.com
Reply-To: gregpascolla@gmaii.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.org

2019-05-03 06:56:56

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Greg Pascolla

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above'' 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Greg Pascolla

mailto:gregpascolla@gmail.com
mailto:gregpascolla@gmaii.com
mailto:clerk.cps@lacity.org


Darron Perkins<scratchman6789011@gmail.com
Reply-To: scratchman6789011@gmail.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.org

2019-05-04 04:49:04

Letter for Council File #17-0447

i am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Darron Perkins

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need everyday. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Darron Perkins

mailto:scratchman6789011@gmail.com
mailto:scratchman6789011@gmail.com
mailto:clerk.cps@lacity.org


David Perry<perryl031@gmail.com
Reply-To: perryl031@gmail.com
To: City Clerk derk.cps@ladty.org

2019-05-02 12:57:59

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
David Perry

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants-to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
David Perry

mailto:perryl031@gmail.com
mailto:perryl031@gmail.com
mailto:derk.cps@ladty.org


Jeanne Rockett<funlearnjeannero@aol.com
Reply-To: funlearnjeannero@aol.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacgty.org

2019-05-03 22:26:38

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Jeanne Rockett

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Jeanne Rockett

mailto:funlearnjeannero@aol.com
mailto:funlearnjeannero@aol.com
mailto:clerk.cps@lacgty.org


Ron Sundquistcron.sundquist@sbcglobal.net 
Reply-To: ron.sundquist@sbcglobal.net 
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.org

2019-04-30 02:52:15

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Ron Sundquist

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy - traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oi! and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need everyday. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Ron Sundquist

mailto:Sundquistcron.sundquist@sbcglobal.net
mailto:ron.sundquist@sbcglobal.net
mailto:clerk.cps@lacity.org


Kathleen Vaughn<shorekathleen30@yahoo.com
Reply-To: shorekathleen30@yahoo.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@ladty.org

2019-05-0105:23:52

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Kathleen Vaughn

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oi! production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Kathleen Vaughn

mailto:shorekathleen30@yahoo.com
mailto:shorekathleen30@yahoo.com
mailto:clerk.cps@ladty.org


Estuardo Iriarteciriarte.estuardo@gmail.com
Reply-To: iriarte.estuardo@gmail.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.org

2019-04-15 15:27:19

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oii and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Estuardo Iriarte

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants-to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oi! and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need everyday. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Estuardo Iriarte

mailto:Iriarteciriarte.estuardo@gmail.com
mailto:iriarte.estuardo@gmail.com
mailto:clerk.cps@lacity.org


Nav Alfaro<nav_alfaro@yahoo.com
Reply-To: nav_aifaro@yahoo.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.orR

2019-05-20 12:23:55

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Nav Alfaro

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Nav Alfaro

mailto:nav_alfaro@yahoo.com
mailto:nav_aifaro@yahoo.com
mailto:clerk.cps@lacity.orR


Janet BestcbobJanet. 1934@yahoo.com
Reply-To: bobJanet.1934@yahoo.com
To: City Clerk cierk.cp5@l3city.org

2019-05-03 10:26:54

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Janet Best

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

union members, veterans, second chancers, single

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Janet Best

mailto:1934@yahoo.com
mailto:bobJanet.1934@yahoo.com
mailto:cierk.cp5@l3city.org


Modesto Calderon<mofracalti@hotmail.com
Reply-To: mofracalti@hotmail.com
To: City Clerk cierk.cps@iacity.ore

2019-05-13 05:08:20

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oi! and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeies. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Modesto Calderon

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oi! and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "ail of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Modesto Calderon

mailto:mofracalti@hotmail.com
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Jack Denson<denson29@mdn.com
Repiy-To: denson29@mdn.com
To: City Clerk derk.cps@lacity.orR

2019-05-03 05:20:40

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Jack Denson

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Jack Denson

mailto:denson29@mdn.com
mailto:denson29@mdn.com
mailto:derk.cps@lacity.orR


Alfred Dickinson<aldickinson83@gmail.com
Reply-To: aldtckinson83@gmail.com
To: City Clerk derk.cps@lacity.org

2019-05-17 10:06:06

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Alfred Dickinson

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants-to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above” 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy - traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Alfred Dickinson

mailto:aldickinson83@gmail.com
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Walt downing<waliy2005@charter.net 
Reply-To: wally2005@charter.net 
To: City Clerk derk.cps@lacity.org

2019-05-09 11:55:04

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Walt downing

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates ail forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Walt downing

mailto:waliy2005@charter.net
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John Evans<jephoto@gte.net 
Reply-To: jephoto@gte.net 
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.org

2019-04-29 17:17:55

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
John Evans

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above'' 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oi! produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
John Evans

mailto:jephoto@gte.net
mailto:jephoto@gte.net
mailto:clerk.cps@lacity.org


Daniel Flores<tanglediver@yahoo.com
Reply-To: tanglediver@yahoo.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.org

2019-04-29 19:28:50

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Daniel Fiores

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry ~ union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above'' 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy - traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Daniel Flores

mailto:tanglediver@yahoo.com
mailto:tanglediver@yahoo.com
mailto:clerk.cps@lacity.org


Stan Gale<drstangale@gmail.com
Reply-To: drstangale@gmail.com
To: City Clerk cierk.cps@ladty.org

2019-05-17 23:52:06

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Stan Gale

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry-union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which Incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Stan Gale

mailto:drstangale@gmail.com
mailto:drstangale@gmail.com
mailto:cierk.cps@ladty.org


John Harber<jph2016@twc.com
Reply-To: jph2016@twc.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.Qrfi

2019-04-29 12:08:37

Letter for Council File #17-0447

t am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
John Harber

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants-to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
John Harber

mailto:jph2016@twc.com
mailto:jph2016@twc.com


OSCAR Heredia<gashano05@gmail.com
Reply-To: gashano05@gmail.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.org

2019-05-14 04:04:48

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447,

Thank You, 
OSCAR Heredia

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry-union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants-to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy- traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar, A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
OSCAR Heredia

mailto:gashano05@gmail.com
mailto:gashano05@gmail.com
mailto:clerk.cps@lacity.org


Cheryl Kelly<cheryll96069@ao!.com
Reply-To: cheryll96069@aol.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.orfi

2019-04-30 06:54:00

Letter for Council File #17-0447

f am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Cheryl Kelly

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement 
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full

picture as you JE.I

mailto:cheryll96069@aol.com


Edris Lambert<hispromisel@msn.com
Reply-To: hispromisel@msn.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@iacfty.ora

2019-04-29 21:02:29

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Edris Lambert

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants -to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. if we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Edris Lambert

mailto:hispromisel@msn.com
mailto:hispromisel@msn.com
mailto:clerk.cps@iacfty.ora


Marco Leaksteady3@sbcglobal.net
Reply-To: steady3@sbcglobal.net
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.orR

2019-05-03 14:58:32

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Marco Leal

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants-to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Marco Leal

mailto:Leaksteady3@sbcglobal.net
mailto:steady3@sbcglobal.net
mailto:clerk.cps@lacity.orR


Jill iopez<scripturel234@sbcglobal.net
Reply-To: scripturel234@sbcglobal.net
To: City Clerk derk.cps@ladty.orR

2019-05-14 20:12:35

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Jill lopez

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Jill lopez

mailto:scripturel234@sbcglobal.net
mailto:scripturel234@sbcglobal.net
mailto:derk.cps@ladty.orR


Catherine Martelia<catherine.martelia@yahoo.com
Reply-To: catherine.martella@yahoo.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.orfi

2019-05-03 23:06:28

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Catherine Martella

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los AngelesB economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los AngelesE oil and gas industry E union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants 0 to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of th

mailto:catherine.martelia@yahoo.com
mailto:catherine.martella@yahoo.com


Catherine Martella<cathenne.martella@yahoo.cm 
Reply-To: Catherine. martella@yahoo.cm 
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@iacity.org

2019-05-05 02:35:12

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Catherine Marteila

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los AngelesS economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los AngefesEl oil and gas industry El union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants @ to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of th

mailto:cathenne.martella@yahoo.cm
mailto:martella@yahoo.cm
mailto:clerk.cps@iacity.org


Annette Mcdonald<mcdonaldannette6@gmai!.com
Reply-To: mcdonaldannette6@gmail.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@iacity.ore

2019-04-30 04:24:17

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You, 
Annette Mcdonald

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine howto the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy - traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You, 
Annette Mcdonald

mailto:mcdonaldannette6@gmail.com
mailto:clerk.cps@iacity.ore


Linda Parmenter<ptnut@sbcglobal.net
Reply-To: ptnut@sbcglobal.net
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@lacity.orfi

2019-05-04 03:50:46

Letter for Council File #17-0447

i am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You,
Linda Parmenter

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy-traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt L.A.'s economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You,
Linda Parmenter

mailto:ptnut@sbcglobal.net
mailto:ptnut@sbcglobal.net


Bob Shore<ar4wine@aol.com 
Reply-To: ar4wine@aol.com 
To: City Clerk clerk,cps@lacity.orfi

2019-04-30 04:23:59

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.
Why shut down the CA industry that operates under CA strict regulations then import oil and natural gas from sources 
that donE t control or offset emissions as required in CA or provide jobs and employees that buy homes and pay taxes in
CA.
Thank You, 
Bob Shore

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los AngelesS economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los AngelesE oil and gas industry 0 union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants 0 to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we ex

mailto:ar4wine@aol.com
mailto:ar4wine@aol.com


Mary Vourgourakis<marvou36@gmai!.com
Reply-To: marvou36@gmail.com
To: City Clerk clerk.cps@l3city.org

2019-05-13 16:43:53

Letter for Council File #17-0447

I am writing to express my opposition to any proposed oil and gas production setback in the City of Los Angeles. Please 
submit the below letter to Council File #17-0447.

Thank You,
Mary Vourgourakis

Re: Please oppose the harmful new oil & gas setback requirements

Dear Council President Wesson and Los Angeles City Council:

The Petroleum Administrator is expected to recommend increasing oil production setbacks in his forthcoming 
Setback Study Report. Local oil and gas producers are an essential part of Los Angeles' economy and provide jobs for 
working families, tax revenues for important community services and a safe, affordable and reliable energy supply for 
residents and businesses. Any expanded setback requirement would significantly disrupt local production and greatly 
diminish these benefits without improving public health or the environment.

More than 8,000 people power Los Angeles' oil and gas industry - union members, veterans, second chancers, single 
moms, immigrants - to produce the safe, affordable and reliable energy we need in a way that protects people and the 
environment. The oil and gas workforce is diverse, and allows skilled workers across the educational spectrum to earn a 
good living with benefits, and achieve upward mobility.

As we examine how to the meet the needs of the region's 10 million residents, we must embrace an "all of the above" 
energy strategy which incorporates all forms of energy - traditional oil and natural gas and renewables such as wind and 
solar. A production setback threatens to eliminate Los Angeles' capacity to produce any oil and gas locally. Setbacks also 
impact the ability to develop property surrounding oil wells, magnifying the adverse effects on Los Angeles' economy.

All the oil produced in Los Angeles is used by local refineries to make products Angelenos need every day. If we don't 
produce energy locally, we are forced to import more of it from countries that don't hire Californians, pay California 
taxes or apply our stringent safety, labor, and environmental standards. Oil and gas producers in Los Angeles operate 
under the strictest environmental regulations in the world. More than two dozen federal, state and local agencies 
oversee oil and natural gas production activities.

There is too much at stake to allow agendas and fear tactics to guide this policy conversation. A setback requirement
would hurt LA's economy and significantly disrupt the livelihoods of thousands. We hope you will look at the full
picture as you consider the report and its recommendations in the coming weeks.

Thank You,
Mary Vourgourakis
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